
CSE 101 Exam 3

Winter 2023

Instructions: Do not open until the exam starts. The exam will run for 45 minutes. The problems are
roughly sorted in increasing order of difficulty. Answer all questions completely (though pay attention to
exactly what the question is asking for). You are free to make use of any result in the textbook or proved in
class. You may use up to 6 one-sided pages of notes, and may not use the textbook nor any electronic aids.
Write your solutions in the space provided, the blank page after this one, or on the scratch paper provided
(be sure to label it with your name). If you have solutions written anywhere other than the provided space
be sure to indicate where they are to be found.

If the problem asks for an algorithm, giving a correct algorithm with worse runtime efficiency than what
is asked for will be awarded partial credit.

Please sit in the seat designated below.
Do not discuss this exam online or with people that you do not know were in the room

here until 6pm.

Name:

ID Number:

Seat:
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This page is left blank for scratch work.
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Question 1 (Huffman Tree, 30 points). Give a tree for the optimal Huffman code for the following letters
and frequencies:
A× 1, B × 5, C × 13, D × 15, E × 17, F × 25, G× 36, H × 100, I × 130, J × 170.
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Question 2 (No Spaces, 35 points). If sentences are written without spaces, there can be ambiguity about
how to interpret them. For example, “HEADDRESSES” could be either “HEAD DRESSES” or “HE ADDRESSES”.
Give an algorithm that given a vocabulary list of k words (given as strings of characters) and a text string
of n characters determines the number of ways to break the text up into some number of words from the
vocabulary. For full credit, your algorithm should run in time polynomial in n and k.
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Question 3 (Business Plan, 35 points). Karkat owns a factory that makes $1000/year. However, he has
plans to expand it. He has k possible expansion options. Each has a cost Ci and would multiply his factory’s
yearly profit by a multiple Mi. He can build at most one new expansion per year, and only if he has the
money available (he starts with $0). However, the improvements from multiple expansions will stack with
each other (though each improvement can only be built once). So, for example, if he has one improvement
that multiplies his profit by a factor of 2 and another that multiplies it by a factor of 3, his profit for that
year will be $6000.

Karkat wants to make a plan for this factory over the course of the next n years. Give an algorithm to
compute the greatest amount of money he could end up with by the end of this period. For full credit, your
algorithm should run in time O(nk2k) or better.

Note: you only need to compute the amount of money, not the strategy that Karkat uses to obtain it.
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